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Clustering techniques are important for gene expression data analysis. However, 

efficient computational algorithms for clustering time-series data are still lacking. This work 

documents two improvements on an existing profile-based greedy algorithm for short time-

series data; the first one is implementation of a scaling method on the pre-processing of the 

raw data to handle some extreme cases; the second improvement is modifying the strategy 

to generate better clusters. Simulation data and real microarray data were used to evaluate 

these improvements; this approach could efficiently generate more accurate clusters. A new 

feature-based algorithm was also developed in which steady state value; overshoot, rise time, 

settling time and peak time are generated by the 2nd order control system for the clustering 

purpose. This feature-based approach is much faster and more accurate than the existing 

profile-based algorithm for long time-series data. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Microarray has been established over decades as an efficient technique to simultane-

ously produce large-scale gene expression data, and has found its value in diverse biological

applications, such as genome sequencing, phylogeny analysis, pathway construction, and

bio-marker detection, among many other applications [8][75][65]. To overcome analytical

difficulties caused by the high-dimensional data, clustering analysis, which groups genes with

similar expression patterns, has been practically proven to be a very useful pre-processing tech-

nique. For instance, in the application of pathway construction, the advantages of clustering

analysis are primarily three-fold. First, clustering analysis significantly reduces the dimension

of parameter identification, by transiting computational efforts from individual genes to gene

groups/clusters. Second, clustering analysis helps with identifying genes with common tran-

scription factors, as genes with similar expression patterns are highly possible to be correlated.

Third, clustering also facilitates the inference of unknown genes’ biological functions, if these

unknown genes are grouped with other genes with known functions.

In recent years, bolstered by the advances in microarray techniques, that collects

microarray data at multiple sampling time points becomes possible. Compared to traditional

static microarray expression data, time-series microarray data can capture the dynamics of

gene expression variation and thus provide rich insight into underlying biological systems

[4][30][48]. For instance, time-series data can trace how the impact dynamics is propagated

through the pathways when the subject are exposed to some disturbance. Such causality

information cannot be reached otherwise.

The emergence of time-series microarray data necessitates clustering algorithms that

can fully exploit the rich information provided by time-series data. Many clustering algorithms

(such as k means and fuzzy c means) have long been established to process static data
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[67][11][12]. One intuitive way to adapt these algorithms to the time-series case is to view

the time-series data as a series of static data, and use static data clustering algorithms at

each of these time points. However, this approach cannot be effective because it wipes out

the critical correlation information along the time scale. As such, it is necessary to develop

clustering algorithms that can capture such correlation.

There exist few clustering algorithms in the literature to process time-series microarray

data. Roughly speaking, these clustering algorithms can be classified into three categories:

model-based, profile-based, and feature-based (please see a thorough review in Chapter 2).

In this thesis, I thoroughly study a profile-based clustering algorithm designed for short time-

series data. In particular, this algorithm involves the following steps: preprocessing, represen-

tative profile selection, and grouping. I identify two fundamental problems of this algorithm:

1) the processing step amplifies noise and hence makes the clustering extremely sensitive to

noise, and 2) the performance of the grouping is highly dependent upon the selection of a

threshold. As such, I modify the algorithm to account for the above two deficiencies, and

compare the performance of the two algorithms using real microarray expression data of bac-

teria Helicobacter pylori wild type. I find that our modified algorithm is more efficient and

has better performance compared to the original algorithm.

In addition, as the profile-based method is not effective for long-time-series data, I

introduce a new feature-based clustering algorithm, from dynamical systems point of view.

In particular, I take advantage of the fact that many time-series microarray data is designed

to track gene expression changes in response to disturbances. For instance, to discover

PTSD pathways, battle-field-like stress conditions are applied to target mice, and mouse brain

samples are collected as the disease develops over time so as to understand gene expression

changes in response to the stress condition. In the new algorithm, I use control-theoretic

features (that are widely used in the field of control to capture system responses, such as

rise time, overshoot, and steady-state value), to group time-series microarray response data.
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The approach has the following advantages: 1) the control-theoretic features represent the

most important features that reveal the underlying physics of the dynamical systems, 2) the

algorithm is fast as it only uses the key temporal features for clustering, and 3) the algorithm

is flexible and can be used for both short- and long-time series data. In this thesis, we present

our preliminary result on using this algorithm to cluster time-series response data.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the existing algorithms to cluster

static and time series data are thoroughly reviewed. In Chapter 3, we describe in detail the

procedure and the implementation of a clustering algorithm designed for short time series

data. Chapter 4 includes two improvements that we have developed to enhance the perfor-

mance of the short time series clustering algorithm. We describe the implementation of the

modified algorithm and then compare our modified algorithm with the original algorithm. In

Chapter 5, we illustrate our idea about a novel control-theoretic clustering algorithm suitable

for long time-series microarray data, and illustrate the algorithm through a simple example.

Finally, a brief conclusion and future work is described in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND STUDY AND RELATED WORK

Microarray has been established as an efficient technique to exam large scale infor-

mation for genetic investigation simultaneously, and has been used in diverse biological appli-

cations [8][75][65]. As for its applications on different aspects, especially different biological

parts, there are many questions that have been explained at depth. Meanwhile, the size of a

microarray has increased rapidly with the advances of genome projects because of the devel-

opments in experimental designs, image processing, statistical analysis and data warehousing,

e.g, a whole genome array easily contains several thousand genes/genetic sequences, and can

have as many as a hundred thousand sequences [2]. The data that microarray technique gen-

erate is high-dimensional which has several to thousands of dimensions, and each dimension

can be thought of as one characteristics from one measurement. High-dimensional data are

very difficult to visualize, think about, analyse and impossible to enumerate. In addition, it is

very hard to design tools and methods to deal with the high dimensions of this kind of data.

Thus, it is necessary to decrease the dimensions of microarray data in order to effectively

mine the information [35].

Generally, there are three major advantages to clustering analysis on microarray data,

which are one kind of typical time series data.

First, clustering analysis significantly reduces the dimension of an identification prob-

lem by transiting computational efforts on individual genes to gene groups/clusters; this

facilitates the construction of pathways at a coarse level. Such reduction is crucial because

microarray experiments often suffer from excessive freedom in model inference, i.e. they can-

not provide sufficient data information for the inference of high-dimensional models, due to
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the high cost and difficulties in performing biological experiments. In this thesis, many algo-

rithms and procedures which can deal with high dimensional data are reviewed and evaluated

so that they may be implemented for microarray data.

Second, genes with similar expression pattens are highly possible to be co-regulated

and hence they are potential resources for identifying common transcription factors; this

allows constructing gene expression pathways at a more detailed level. In addition, they

are constructed by using common features of gene clusters rather than individual genes in

the following analysis like pathway construction. The analysing information can be used in

following analysis like pathway construction.

Third, clustering analysis also aids the inference of unknown genes’ biological func-

tions, which also helps the understanding of the mechanisms of involved pathways. Some

unknown genes can be grouped into the same clusters since they have similar biological func-

tions or expression patterns, and then they will probably have much smaller distances to some

genes but not to some other genes.

Clustering analysis is treated as the first step on microarray data for analysis such as

data mining, feature selection and machine learning [73]. From this point, different clustering

algorithms and procedures need to be surveyed on their efficiencies and accuracies, and then

should be implemented with real data which can be obtained free from multiple sources.

2.1. Microarray Data

Microarray is an efficient technology that collects microscopic spots attached to solid

surface. It can generate information for hundreds or thousands of genes. It is used in many

biological disciplines including gene sequencing, molecular evolution, pathology, and so on.

The precursor of microarray is southern blotting; it is to attach fragmented DNA to solid

substrate and probe them with known DNA or fragments [49]. An microarray can contain

tens of thousands of plots, and each plot contains a tiny specific DNA fragment, known

as probe; and each probe can be short sections of genes or fragments of introns which can
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hybridize objective DNA under particular conditions; and finally signals like fluorescence are

released to check levels of gene expressions. The size of microarray has been increased

dramatically with more and more genetic information can be read simultaneously [63]. Due

to the high-throught information microarray can yield, it is widely used in many aspects; for

example, thousands of gene expressions are monitored simultaneously to study pathogens by

comparing which gene expression is changed between infected and uninfected cells and tissues

[1]; it can help people to assess gene content in cells and organisms [52]; identifying single

nucleotide polymorphism in populations to detect candidate drugs, predict disease, evaluate

germline gene mutations and so on [25].

There are some disadvantages on microarray technique. For instance, diverse plat-

forms have different standards so that it is hard to replicate in different platforms even using

the same samples [5]. It is necessary for scientists to build a robust and reliable data analysis

platform and this is currently a major limiting factor for microarray technique. Recently, scien-

tists are incorporating microarrays as a comprehensive tool to monitor global gene expression

patterns [64].

Through analysis of microarray, people study different topics by investigating hidden

information by elucidating patterns of gene expression levels. The information collected from

microarray platforms can be further used in some other research like genome sequencing, phy-

logeny studies, pathway construction etc. [8][28][40]. Generally, after obtaining microarray

data, the work include preprocessing raw data to make data discrete; differential expression

and validation to integrate information to particular format; clustering to decrease dimensions;

and doing gene and genome annotation as well as pathway construction[64]. Generally, the

goal of most microarray experiments is to collect gene expression levels of tens of thousands

of genes [31]. To survey questions that we are interested in, it is important and necessary to

transform microarray data using different methods.
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DNA microarray is a powerful tool used in many aspects especially on time series data

[58]. Currently, the challenging step is to interpret mass of data which are commonly com-

posed of millions of measurements, to useful information. Clustering analysis is an efficient

way to address this challenge and essential to data mining [29], including genome annotation

and pathway construction. There are a bunch of different methods to execute cluster analysis

in microarray data. In the following sections, we will specially concentrate on some classic

cluster analysis and introduce our particular methods.

2.2. Clustering on Static Data

Clustering analysis is trying to partition gene expression data into groups for further

analysis such as data mining and biological studies. For the terms cluster and clustering, we

would better to clarify the differences between them. In this thesis, the definition of cluster

is simple: a group of data. The definition of clustering has two aspects: it could be the

process of grouping analysis or a set of such grouping data and generally it contains all the

objects. In other words, clustering is generally the process that groups data objects into

different classes, and those classes are called a cluster, in which the grouped objects in one

certain cluster should be more similar to each other and more dissimilar to separate clusters.

In addition, it is necessary for us to distinguish clustering analysis to some other similar

methods such as pattern recognition, decision analysis and discriminant analysis which are

commonly used in statistical areas. Among them, pattern recognition, decision analysis and

discriminant analysis belong to supervised classification which means they rely on predefined

classes and training examples in classifying steps; on the other hand, clustering analysis is

unsupervised classification which does not need rules for grouping data from a given set of

pre-defined objects.

A typical microarray experiments contain a lot of genes (up to 100), but contains fewer

samples (less than 100). Clustering analysis can be classified into two kinds of methods [29].

The first clustering analysis is to treat genes as objects and samples as features. In this
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case, people believe that co-expressed genes with similar expression patterns can be grouped

into same clusters [7] [13]. Genes in same groups in which the expression patterns are

similar may well have common functions in different biological samples, such as co-regulation

and expression pathways. The second clustering analysis is based on samples and to consider

genes as features; objects in each group may have similar phenotypes, especially in biomedical

research, such as cancer samples and other difficult and complicated clinical syndromes [20].

The major difference between the two kinds of clustering analysis is that they have different

aims to classify gene expression data. In this thesis, we will pay our attention on first clustering

analysis which is based on genes. So far, most algorithms, including hierarchical and K-means

approaches, can be used in both kinds of analysis.

A large of number of previous clustering analyses was based on static data. As for

static data, it refers to those data which do not change with time. Clustering approaches

handling static data can be classified into five categories: partitioning methods, hierarchical

methods, density-based methods, grid-based methods and model-based methods [27].

The first method on static data is partitioning methods. Assume that we have n

unlabeled data tuples, then developed a parameter k which k ¡= n, that stands for k partitions

and there is at least one object in them. If each object belongs to exactly one cluster, the

partition is crisp; otherwise, the partition is marked as fuzzy if one object can be classified into

more than clusters. To handle the crisp partitions there are two famous methods: k-means

[36][50] and k-medoids [16]. The k-means method takes the mean value of all objects as

the value for each cluster while the k-medoids method grab most centrally located objects in

the cluster as the value of cluster. On the other hand, to handle the fuzzy partitions, there

are two methods like above. The first one is fuzzy c-means [26] algorithm and the other one

is fuzzy c-medoids [38] algorithm. It is believed that the above heuristic algorithms are good

at solving spherical-shaped clusters and suitable for small and medium data sets, but they do

not work well for non-spherical clusters and large data sets. Some other algorithms including
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density based methods, Gustafson-Kessel and adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithms [37] were

designed for non-spherical-shaped clusters and large data sets. Generally, many clustering

algorithms and procedures for static data are implemented with the spirit of partitioning

methods, as we introduced above, and the partitioning methods are the most famous for

handling static data sets, especially the k-means algorithm, the k-medoids algorithms and the

fuzzy c-means algortithm.

A second method is called density-based method. Here the definition of density is

number of objects or data points. One algorithm in this category is OPTICS [3] which

computes a set of increased clustering ordering in those both automatic and interactive

clustering. A wide range of parameter settings are preprocessed and then density-based

clustering are converted by obtaining the information of the clustering ordering, and then it

is much easier to select suitable parameter values. One another algorithm in density-based

methods is called DBSCAN [15]. It produces a clustering explicitly compared to OPTICS

by computing the density in the neighborhood which exceeds the predefined thresholds and

growing the cluster.

The third method for clustering static data is called hierarchical method, which clas-

sifies objects as results of tree clusters. Generally, people claim two types of methods which

implement the spirit of hierarchical methods. The first one is called agglomerative method.

Like the natural agglomerative procedures, this kind of methods start with grouping data

objects into small clusters, and then merging those different small clusters into relatively

larger ones, back and forth. Finally, all the data objects are grouped into one huge cluster

or the grouping process are terminated when some condition thresholds are satisfied, such

as predefined number of clusters. The second method is so called divisive method, since the

procedures of this method is just opposite to the agglomerative method. It starts with all

objects as a single cluster and then all the data objects are partitioned into smaller clusters.

Divisive method is more complicated than agglomerative methods since the former one needs
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flat clustering method which is different from hierarchical method to partition data objects.

Above all, agglomerative method is also called bottom up method and starts with single data

object and aggregate them into clusters; divisive method is also called top down method and

starts with complete data set and divide the data set into partitions. Hierarchical clustering

methods are widely used but do not perform well in many cases when merging or splitting

data objects in different situations. Thus, the hierarchical methods are implemented with

some other algorithms to improve its clustering quality. For example, BIRCH [74] method

make agglomerative method much better by introducing iterative relocation to refine results;

and Chameleon [32] and CURE [23] methods improve divisive method by using analysis of

object linkages for each hierarchical partitioning step.

Figure 2.1. Table some similarity measures for static data in clustering analysis. dab:

distance between expression patterns for gene a and b; eac/ebc : expression levels of

gene a/b under the condition c [32].

One another method different frove methods is grid-based method. Just as the name

implies, grid-based methods generate a grid structure by quantizing the object space into

finite number of cells, and then do all the operations on the grid structure. Lets set an

example to illustrate grid-based methods, Sting [69] creates grid structure by using different
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sizes of rectangular cells and each kind of cells represents several levels of resolution for each

data object. The attributes for each cell are calculated as the form of statistical information

and then that information would be computed and stored. Each cell should be in different

layers in grid structure. Generally the start point of the query is from a relatively high level

of the structure. When the query is on different levels, the confidence interval which reflects

the cells relevance for the given query is calculated and then the relevance of data objects

before quantizing are assessed. If the cells are irrelevant to the query, they would be removed

temporarily and be considered latter. When the high level of the structure is traversed by

the query, the query will move to those lower levels of relevant cells recursively. The whole

process will be terminated when all the layers of the structure are done.

The last clustering analysis for static data we introduced here is called model-based

methods. This kind of methods builds a model for each cluster and tries to find a best matched

data to the model. There are different approaches to develop model-based approaches. One

approach is called neural network approach which is about competitive learning. For example,

ART and self-organizing feature maps [9] [33] are two artificial neural network methods. They

generate low-dimensional, discretd input space for samples. On the other hand, AutoClass

[10] is the representation of another method called statistical. It uses Bayesian statistical

analysis to gather some criteria to estimate clusters and the related numbers of clusters.

Static data are much easier to handle because they have few dimensions. Thus, most

algorithms and procedures are developed to mine information on this kind of data. However,

trend for data analysis and data mining are based on time series data since they contain more

information and are more meaningful than static data. Respectively, the relative algorithms

and procedures are more complicated than those introduced algorithms and procedures above.

Fortunately, many approaches for time series data are derivative from or common to the

approaches especially for static data. In the following, I would like to review some algorithms

and procedures for time series data.
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2.3. Clustering on Time Series Data

The above five algorithms/procedures are for static data but not time series data.

Time series of data are unlike static data because they change with time. These kinds of

data are more common than static data in different field like science, engineering, healthcare,

finance, and so on [43]. Grouping time series data is challenging but acquisition is desirable.

As to the data which are time series, they can be from multiple sources through natural

process, biological process and engineered process in different periods. Compared to clustering

analysis for static data, the approaches for time series data are deficient. However, developing

new approaches on clustering analysis for time series data will be the trend in future. For

unlabelled time series data, they also need algorithms or procedures to classify objects into

certain groups. When time series data are studied, several distinctions should be identified:

equal or unequal length, discrete-valued or continuous valued, uniformly or non-uniformly

sampled, and univariate or multivariate [43]. We need to make data equal length, discrete-

valued, and uniformly. There is a wide range of methods of make data suitable to the

requirement including log ratio and scaling data we used in this thesis.

Time series clustering has been proven an effective way to be part of data mining

research on gene expression data. There is a rapid increasing interest to develop new algo-

rithms and procedures for clustering analysis on time series data. By reviewing most previous

clustering analyses on time series data, T. Warren Liao [43] had divided past approaches

into three categories: raw-data-based approach, feature-based approach and model-based

approach. It is claimed that those approaches were mainly based on some common points

that they modified previous algorithms and procedures which are particularly for static data

clustering analysis so that they can handle time series data, or they try to find some methods

to transform time series data to forms of static data such that the existing algorithms and

procedures can be used. The so called raw-data-based approach is mainly based raw time

series data and its major modification on existing algorithms and procedures for static data is
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that it changes the measurements of similarity distance and then different kinds of distance

matrices are generated. However, they do not process raw time series data anyway. On the

other hand, the feature-based and model-based approaches will pre-process raw time series

data more or less. The feature-based approach is to take feature extraction firstly. As we

talked above, feature extraction is a supervised classification which needs pre-defined class

in advance. The model-based approach is firstly to extract model parameters for raw time

series data and then build suitable models. Both feature-based and model-based approaches

will process raw time series data in advance and then take advantage of existing algorithms to

analyze data. In other words, the latter two methods do not need new algorithms or proce-

dures. In this thesis, we will take a new method which belongs to one of the above approaches

we apply control system theory to time series data as we take time series gene expression as

input and consider experiments (heat shock, hormone treatments, etc.) as disturbance for

the control system. Our method should be classified into feature-based approach since we

pre-process raw data and grab some features based on those data, and then we do analysis on

those features. To build the control system, we capture several transient performance as the

features for each data, and then we consider the similarities among different control systems

based on the transient performance parameters including rise time, settling time, overshoot

and peak time.

2.3.1. Raw-Data-Based Approaches

Raw-data-based approaches handle raw data which collected from observations. Anal-

ysis are taken directly on the original values of the data or some converted forms based on

the raw data, like logarithm ratio. One advantage of this method is to keep enough informa-

tion from data and the disadvantage is that the analytical results can be influenced by some

information which do not contribute to the results we are interested in.

Gath and Geva [18] developed a new set of unsupervised fuzzy clustering algorithms.

They firstly applied to a series of data points (P) as set of unordered observations and
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calculate the membership matrix for certain number of clusters, and then divide the series

into P segments that in each segment there are K data points. The membership value for

each data point in each segment is computed from temporal value in each segment. One

parameter, symmetric Kullback-Leibler distance is calculated for each cluster to make the

optimal number of clusters. Given a small threshold value, optimal value will be retained if it

is bigger than the threshold value otherwise it will be discarded. The final membership matrix

and number of clusters shows the weights in time varying, mixture probability distribution

function. Policker and Geva [55] took advantage of the algorithm on non-stationary time

series data and estimate temporal drift of series probability distribution function (PDF) which

is often related to hidden Markov model.

Shumway [61] used local stationarity Kullback-Leibler discrimination measures of dis-

tance to generate the optimal time-frequency statistics time series and then obtain final

clusters combined to agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis. Since the goal of their work

was to distinguish signals between regular earthquakes and mining explosion, the number of

clusters in their resultant set was two. Golay et.al [19] studied magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) data which are time series about human brain activity under stimulus. They handled

Figure 2.2. Three time series clustering approaches: (a) raw-data-based, (b) feature-

based, (c) model-based [43].
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raw time series data directly by measuring Euclidean distance and two cross-correlation-

based distances. They defined nine different pre-processing procedures on data set in the

fuzzy clustering algorithms. The nine preprocessing procedures and three distances are exe-

cuted to generate clusters which are based on pixel time according to similarity but not their

proximity. In addition, they also discussed the optimal number of clusters for time series data

by claiming that obtaining as more as possible clusters and then cut down those clusters in

order to reduce redundancy or acquisition. They talked about the different influences of the

number of optimal clusters when handling time series data, however, they did not provide a

procedure how to determine the exact number of optimal clusters.

Figure 2.3. Summary of algorithms of raw-data based approaches

[61][18][71][51][39][44][19][55][34].

For the dynamic biomedical image study including MRI studies, Wismller et al. [71]

showed that a hierarchical unsupervised learning procedure can demonstrate the structures

of data sets by gradually increasing resolution during clustering analysis when the minimal

free energy vector quantization (VQ) is used. In their studies, activated regions, regional
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abnormalities and suspicious lesion in the MRI images which are time series data can be

identified.

Mller-Levet et al. [51] used Wismller s algorithm which belongs to fuzzy-c-means

family on dynamic DNA microarray data. They took advantage of short time series distance

(STS distance), instead of Euclidean distance and Pearson correlation coefficient, to measure

the similarities of shape which are made up of amplitude and temporal information of time

series data, since the latter two measurements cannot be used in dynamic analysis. STS

distances are incorporated into the standard fuzzy c-means algorithm and based on this

they generated a fuzzy time series clustering algorithm. This algorithm is for short time

series data and no samples for long time series had been examined. Komelj and Batagelj [34]

revised relocation clustering procedure which is for static data originally. They created a cross

sectional approach to incorporate time dimension of the data but the procedure does not care

about the correlation among variables and works only with equal length of time series. They

developed a model to evaluate the time-dependent linear weights. Among all the possible

clusterings, the best one will have the minimum generalized Ward criterion function. Liao

et al. [45] developed some new algorithms based on this cross-sectional approach including

k-means and fuzzy c-means.

Kumar et al. [39] developed a new algorithm to analyze dynamic retail data in business.

They proposed a distance function based on the assumed independent Gaussian models of

data errors as well as hierarchical clustering to group raw data into clusters. They assumed

that the preprocessing step can eliminate non-dynamic effects and different points shall be

on the same scale. Liao [44] developed a procedure for multivariate time series data. Firstly,

the procedure applied the k-means or fuzzy c-means method to convert data from continuous

forms to discrete forms. The traditional parameter Euclidean distance is used. After the data

are converted, they used k-means or FCM algorithms to group data into clusters, and during
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this step, Kullback-Liebler distance are taken to measure the distances between different time

series.

2.3.2. Feature-Based Approaches

Clustering analysis directly on raw data will often occupy high dimensional space and

may well contain strong noises [72]. This is because of many factors including background

noise, fast sampling rate, system errors, etc. Thus, doing analysis directly on raw data may

well not be desirable. To overcome the shortcomings on raw-data based approaches, some

alternative methods are developed. Here we will introduce featured-based approaches which

extract different sets of features from raw data. There are many advantages of featured-

based approaches compared to raw data-based approaches, like decreasing dimensions by

selecting suitable features, avoid the influence of noise dramatically, etc. The extraction

features are dependent on different applications and one set of features perform well on one

application but may well not work well for another application. Thus, different feature-based

approaches do feature selection commonly, but their methods are pretty different. Jiang

et.al [29] introduced a new algorithm which is especially designed for short time series data.

They predefined some profiles and then assigned all expressed genes into the profiles. The

objectives of the algorithm are the profiles, but not direct genes. They captured the potential

distinct patterns from different profiles representing different genes. The preprocessing step

in the algorithm is log ratio method, which can reduce the dissimilarities between data in

the profiles; in other words, the preprocessing process can make data obscure so that we

can focus the major differences among profiles. This algorithm took correlation coefficient

as the distances among different profiles and it grouped different profiles into clusters. As

for the algorithm, it firstly built model profiles which could generally be treated as models;

in the following, other profiles could be grouped into the model based on the correlation

coefficient scores. The authors implemented microarray gene expression data obtained from

Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) to simulate the efficiency of the algorithm. In this
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thesis, we made two improvements for this algorithm: one is for the preprocessing step and

we considered the microarray time series data which do not change the expression levels

at different time points; the second improvement we made was the grouping step. The

algorithm selected the largest clusters among all the model profiles and released all the other

profiles, and then repeated the grouping step again and again until all the model profiles had

been added general profiles; we modified the algorithm in the aspect of grouping the general

profiles directly to model profiles based on their correlation coefficient scores that means each

general profile would be grouped into the cluster which contains the nearest model profile.

We will further discuss the algorithm and the changes we made in the following part.

Wilpon and Rabiner [70] modified standard partitioning methods k-means method to

adjust to time series data for use in isolated word recognition. They modified the original

algorithm in many aspects including that how to find the center of clusters among all time

series data objects; how to change the value of k in order to increase the number of clusters;

how to obtain the final clusters, etc. In their research, there are two dimensions to catch

the state of word recognition: each frame represents a vector of linear predictive coding

coefficients and each pattern is the representation of one specific spoken work which has

replication and inherent duration. The distance between two frames is measured to check the

similarity by using a symmetric distance measure which is defined based on Itakura distance.

Since this modified algorithm was developed in 1980s, it did not meet some requirements

to some new time series data, however, this modified k-means clustering algorithms shown

its proficiency and advantages compared to the original algorithm and those well-established

unsupervised without averaging clustering algorithms. In addition, the algorithm developed

by Wilpon and Rabiner is nearly the earliest effort on modification to traditional methods for

use in time series data. One another effort of modification on traditional clustering methods

and based on features extraction was developed by Shaw and King [60]. They did analysis on

spectra which was normalized by the amplitude of the largest peak as well as those spectra
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were obtained from original time series which means were adjusted to zeros. The scientists

used two indirect hierarchical algorithms to cluster the time series data, which were called

Wards minimum variance algorithm and the single linkage algorithm. At the same time, they

used principal component analysis to filter and clusters data objects, and Euclidean distance

was measured to check the similarity among different objects. Vlachos et al. [66] used one

mathematical transform to develop a new modified algorithm on traditional k-means method.

It was Haar wavelet transform at various resolutions to generate incremental clustering on time

series data. Among all the data objects which were time series, Haar wavelet decomposition

is used to compute as the characters for each data object and then using traditional k-means

method to do cluster starting from those objects which are in coarse level and gradually

considering those objects which are in finer levels. After one resolution is finished, it will

generate a final center for all time series data and this center will be considered as the initial

center for the next resolution. When this step is executed, the length of data structure

reconstructed from Haar decomposition doubles as the algorithm moves from one resolution

level to next level. At the same time, the coordinates of centers at different resolution levels

change somehow. For example, the coordinate of one center at the end of one level i is

doubled so that it can match the dimensionality of the value at the resolution level i + 1.

Each cluster is divided by the cardinality of the dataset and the sum of number of incorrectly

clustered objects is calculated at the end of each resolution level as the clustering error.

Owsley et al. [46] developed a new modified algorithm which group machine tool

monitoring time series data into clusters which are related to discrete hidden Markov models

(HMM). This algorithm is called sequence cluster refinement algorithm (SCRA) and it rep-

resented clusters as HMM instead of template vectors which is something related to vector

quantization algorithm. This algorithm extracted transient events in the data signals by tem-

plate matching and then forms a high resolution time-frequency representation for transient
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events. In their research, self-organization map algorithm was used to decrease the data

dimensions.

Figure 2.4. Summary of feature-based algorithms [70][46][66][21][17].

Goutte et al. [22][21] paid their attention on analysis of special magnetic resonance

images (MRI) which is called fMRI. They clustered the time series images based on their simi-

larities of voxels by using two modified algorithm: k-means and Wards hierarchical clustering.

They did not use raw time series images directly and instead they took cross-correlation

function of fMRI activation and stimulus as the feature of data objects. Through the cross-

correlation function, the value of the function is calculated in terms of measured fMRI time

series and activation stimulus at different time, and the activation stimulus could be many

factors such as square wave. In the following, they modified the same algorithm which is also

feature-based clustering method. In the new methods, they decreased data dimensions by

only extracted two features: significantly delays and strength of activation. They measured

these two features voxel-by-voxel and believed that the different regions in the images could

be identified through these two features. After the feature extraction, k-means algorithm was

used to evaluate the performance of some information criteria which can be used to determine

the clusters. In addition, this algorithm could be also used in voxel analyses by assessing their

similarities and dissimilarities. Their algorithm is a standard feature-based algorithm since it

extracted particular features instead of analyzing raw data directly. Although this algorithm
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was developed specially for analyzing MRI time series data, it is still useful in developing new

algorithms for microarray time series data.

Fu et al. [17] modified self-organizing maps by introducing one new term perceptually

important point (PIP) to analyze data sequences and try to find their similar temporal patterns

among data objects. Perceptually important point can reduce the dimension of input data

sequence D accordance to query sequence Q. Both in D and Q, the distance is computed as

sum of mean squared distance along the vertical scale and horizontal scale. The vertical scale

and horizontal scales separately stand for magnitude and time dimension. By the way, training

samples are used to figure out different resolution patterns in which SOM process was used

once only. Generally, there are two main modifications of the new method on SOM method:

firstly, filtering out nodes or patterns in output layer did not considered in recall process;

secondly, taking a redundancy removal step when adding a general pattern for consolidating

discovered patterns during clustering.

2.3.3. Model-Based Approaches

The third category of clustering algorithms and procedures on time series data is called

model-based approaches since some kind of model or underlying probability distributions are

come out to generate time series. Time series are considered equally in which time series

have been characterized and time series are still unmarked. Model-based approaches can

handle time series data with both equal length and unequal length data series and with

those model-based approaches using log-likelihood distance measure, the highest likelihood is

concluded for the clustering analysis. Ramoni et al. [57][56] developed an algorithm called

BCD based on Bayesian method for clustering dynamic data. This algorithm is suitable

for discrete-valued, not continuous-valued time series data. Assume we have a data set

S with n number of data objects in it, the model BCD will transfer each time series into

Markov chain (MC) and group MCs into same clusters based on their similarities. The model

BCD belongs to unsupervised agglomerative clustering approach. The process of clustering

is considered to be Bayesian model selection problem and when partitions generated in the
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process, they treated each partition as a hidden discrete variable C, each variable Ck for each

state means one cluster of time series and then generate transition matrix. The maximum posterior

probability is computed for each data to make sure each data object will be compared to all models

and all models are treated equally. The comparison between data and models can base on marginal

likelihood. It measures the likelihood of data objects under the situation that if model MC is true. The

parameter symmetrized Kullback-Liebler distance is calculated as the similarity between two transition

matrices, and the distance is according to corresponding rows in the matrices. When clustering, loss

of data information based on different clustering methods is the evaluation of final clusters. They

also developed the algorithms for multivariate time series, which measure the similarity of Kullback-

Liebler distance so it is heuristic search method based on similarity to look for most probable set of

clusters. The distance is between two comparable transition matrices. In this modified algorithm, it

used similarity measure instead of grouping criteria as a heuristic guide. The posterior probability of

each obtained clustering is the basis of grouping and stopping criteria. For this model-based method, it

tries to find a maximum posterior probability for each in according to each set of Markov chain. Joseph

et.al [43] presented an algorithm for time series gene expression data. There are three functions of

this model-based approach: alignment of gene expression datasets; estimation of missing experiments

and clustering. They treated each gene expression as one profile and built a cubic spline as the relative

model. The cubic spline is a piecewise polynomial that came from the observed data and number of

time points and it influences the shape of gene expression shapes. Their algorithm can also estimate

the unobserved time points in gene expression data so that it did not depend on the number of time

points by measuring sampling rates. This method used a continuous warping representation to avoid

temporal discontinuities and can handle low resolution datasets on gene expression. This algorithm

can also work on the gene expression data without giving the class representation. In the clustering,

the model would generate expression synthetic curves for each gene and estimate the expression values

for each gene and then group genes into clusters. The authors compared their algorithm to k-means

algorithm to show their algorithm can identify the detailed expressions much better.

Piccolo [54] concerned Euclidean distance as the metric related to autoregressive expansions.

The metric can be considered to be distance since it has the basic properties of distance including non-

negativity, symmetry, triangularity, etc. For each pair of time series models, the distance matrix was
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used to build dendrogram by applying complete linkage clustering method. Some people also developed

model-based algorithm by modifying the traditional agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms.

Maharaj [47] came up with analysing p-value in the hypothesis test for each pair of stationary time

series data. This method introduced a linear AR(k) model to evaluate each stationary time series data.

The model can be expressed as the vector of parameters π = [π1, π2 πk]. Before the hypothesis test,

the null hypothesis is that there is no difference between two stationary time series data (H0: πx =πy)

and then chi-square test is executed. There is a pre-specified significance level on p-value, and two

time series data will be grouped into one cluster if their p-value is both greater than the pre-specified

p-value. Finally, the clustering results are double checked by difference between actual number of final

clusters and the number of generated clusters which are exactly correct, and this kind of difference is

called discrepancy. Li and Biswas [41] use the spirit of hidden Markov model representation to analyse

time series data. There is one assumption on the time series data that the data should have Markov

property or the data are resulting from indirectly observable states. Their HMM clustering method

took advantage of nested searches at four levels from outer most to inner most: 1) partition is the

subset of all data objects and there are many clusters in one partition; the first search level is the

number of clusters in each partition according to partition mutual information measure; 2) the second

level is the structure for a given partition size in respect to depth-first binary divisive clustering and

k-means. At this level, the object-to-model likelihood distance measure was with object-to-cluster

assignments; 3) the third level is HMM structure for each cluster with highest marginal likelihood. For

this level, the HMM structure starts with initial model configuration and then increases or decreases

the model based on HMM state splitting and merging operations; 4) considering the segmental k-

means method, the parameters of each HMM structure. In this model-based algorithm, three random

generative models in which there are three, four and five states are taken to create man-made data set,

and by using correct model size and suitable model parameter values this algorithm can reconstruct

HMM. In the following, Li et al. [42] developed a modified model-based algorithm called Bayesian

HMM which used Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as the selection criterion in level 1 and 3, at

the same time, a sequential search was built. The algorithm starts with simplest model and then

gradually increases the size of model and stop when one BIC score is less than the score of previous
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model. The authors apply artificial generalized data and ecology data to certificate the effectiveness

of the algorithm.

Figure 2.5. Summary of model-based algorithms [57][41][68][62][53][47].

Wang et al. [68] proposed discrete hidden Markov models in a machining process. This method

was similar to feature-based approaches but it is in model-based category. They extracted features in

the data obtained from wavelet analysis which were vibration signals. The exacted features are stored

in vectors and then were converted into symbol sequences, and then the symbol sequences are taken

as input as training hidden Markov model to look for clusters.

Among all the model-based clustering approaches, hidden Markov model is most commonly

considered like said above. Oates et al. [53] came up with a hybrid clustering method which can

determined the k number of HMMs and generated related parameters automatically. They took

advantage of agglomerative clustering algorithm to estimate k and obtain the original clusters for

dynamic data. The generated original clusters was the input for training the model HMM on each

cluster and then put the clusters together based on their likelihoods presented by various HMMs

iteratively. Tran and Wagner [62] modified a fuzzy c-means clustering-based method by applying
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Gaussian mixture model to find good scores for speaker verification. This algorithm avoided equal

weights of all likelihood values for speakers in background among normalization methods.

Among those model-based algorithms, modelling part is various dependent on different pre-

requisites, parameters and final goals. Markov chain and hidden Markov models are used in many

model-based methods since they can handle time dimension. As the rapid growth of time series data,

the model-based approaches will be developed to adjust to figure out more complicated questions on

clustering process.
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CHAPTER 3

OVERVIEW ON ONE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

In chapter 2, we have reviewed some clustering algorithms; most of them are implemented

without microarray data, thus we can try to implement them in this aspect. Comparing to other time

series data, microarray data are more complicated since they are generated from organisms which are

most complicated systems. In order to handle microarray data, clustering analysis is taken for solving

comprehensive biological problems, like pathway construction, discovering new genes, new drug design

[6], etc.

In this chapter, we will introduce one greedy algorithm designed for short time series gene

expression data in which time points is less than 8 [14]. Here profiles are a set of gene expression

data correlated in different time points for each gene. There are two major steps for the algorithm:

the first step is predefining a set of model profiles which can represent the potential distinct patterns

among all expression data; and the second step is to group other general profiles into the predefined

model profiles. Generally, the algorithm starts with picking some potential profiles as model profiles

which can represent the trends of other gene expressions; and then computes the distances of each

pair of profiles, assign genes into profiles and group the profiles into clusters.

3.1. Preprocessing Raw Data

The raw gene expression data are preprocessed by log ratio discrepancy. Log ratio discrepancy

is a processing method commonly used in microarray data. Every time point will be transformed with

respect to the first time point value so that each time point values are divided by the first time point

value, and then they are taken to logarithm transformation. Consequently, every time point value are

processed as log-ratio and the first time point value will be always 0.

3.2. Selecting Model Profiles

The first step is selecting several model expression profiles. People need to define a parameter

c in advance which can control the amount of change of gene expression between two successive

time points. This parameter assumes that one gene expression value will not change beyond c units

compared to its previous time point. For example, if c = 1 then the successive time point value can
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go up or go down one unit or stay at the same value; and if c = 2 then the successive time point

value can go up one or two units, go down one or two units, or stay at the same value. Thus, for

n time points, there will be (2c + 1)n−1 distinct profiles. The value of c greatly control the amount

of model profiles. For example, if c = 1 and the number of time points is 5, there will be 34 = 81

model profiles which will be selected for the whole gene expression time series data. As the value of

c increases, the number of model profiles increase dramatically.

After defining the parameter c, this algorithm will create two sets for model profiles and all

profiles. It assumes that m representative profiles are of interest by users. Let set P contains all the

(2c + 1)n−1 profiles and let a set R ⊂ P, and the number of profiles in R which are selected as model

profiles meets (|R| = m). Among the R, the minimum distance of each pair of model profiles has

been maximized. The distance can be expressed as the following formula with respect to correlation

coefficient (d is distance metric):

max min
R⊂P,|R|=m p1,p2⊂R

d(p1, p2)

Distances are calculated between profiles in the set R. The b(R) is considered to be the

minimum distance between model profiles which are in R, and the ideal state of the minimum distances

between two profiles in R are maximized. Here it is necessary to explain a little bit on the two

definitions of distances here. The minimum distance between model profiles in R means the “real”

distance between two profiles separately in set P and set R, and the maximum distance means the

algorithm would select one distance which has largest value among all distance to make sure all model

profiles in R would be most distinct from each other.

The original algorithms assumes that R’ is the a set of profiles that is the optimal object

solution for the above equation and b(R’) are the optimal distances which are maximized for all the

minimum distances. However, the original algorithm claims that maximizing the above equation and

finding such a set R’ or even b(R’)/2 is a NP-Hard problem. In this situation, it is assumed that the

set of R can achieve the b(R’)/2, and a greedy algorithm to find such a set which is equal or worse

than R/2 was implemented. The result set can be marked as R which b(R) & b(R’)/2. This greedy

algorithm starts with some extreme profiles which are often one or two types and always going down
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Figure 3.1. Greedy algorithm to choose the model profiles.

for each time points based on the value of c. When the first model profile has been selected, the set

R is built and other profiles will be added accordingly that the model profiles in the set will be most

distinct from each other. The following profiles added into set R should meet the following equation

(d is distance metric):

max min
p⊆(P\R), p1⊂R

When picking model profiles, each profile in will be selected, and the distances between this

profile and all profiles already in R will be calculated, among all the distances, the smallest distance

will be picked as the real distance between this profile and set R. Same as above, all the smallest

distances for each profile in set P will be calculated and among all the smallest distances, the profile

with largest distance will be added into R. At the same time, the profile with largest smallest distance

between itself and set R will be deleted from set P. The stop point is defaulted by users by setting a

parameter m; for example, when the number of model profiles in R reaches to m = 50, the iteration

will end and there will be 50 distinct model profiles representing the whole gene expression profiles.

The pseudocode of this algorithm is like the following:

This algorithm has m iteration and each of the iteration take m(2c + 1)n−1 time and for the

time complexity, it will be m2(2c + 1)n−1, thus, this algorithm needs a small m for model profiles and

small n for time points.
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3.3. Grouping Significant Profiles

The second step is to add profiles to model profiles in R and then generate clusters. One

threshold value δ is predefined to judge whether two profiles are similar and will group two similar

profiles into the same cluster. A graph is created as (V, E); V is the model profile and E is the edges.

v1, v2 ⊂ V if the edge d(v1, v2) ≤ δ. Then this graph is partitioned into small cliques; each clique

stand for a set of significant profiles. The algorithm will check the distance between model profiles

and general profiles to generate cluster Ci. It assumes that the pj is the closest profile to pi which is

not already included in the cluster. If d(pj, pk) ≤ δ for all profiles in Ci, then this profile pj will be

added into cluster Ci, otherwise, the profile will be ignored. The whole process will be repeated until

obtaining clusters for all significant model profiles. Next, comparing all the clusters to each other and

then pick out the one profile which has largest number of profiles as the first cluster. As for other

clusters which do not have largest number of profiles, in which the general profiles will be released

back to the set P. This procedure will be repeated to select other profiles and will stop when all model

profiles have been assigned to clusters.

3.4. Problems on This Algorithm

This greedy algorithm are based on raw data by treating each gene expression level one profile;

it can efficiently separate objectives efficiently with short time points. However, there are some

shortcomings for it and we listed two problems on its preprocessing step and grouping step.

The first problem is the preprocessing step, that the log ratio discrepancy was used for pre-

processing gene expression raw data. Log ratio is often used in preprocessing raw data including

microarray data since it does not change the relative gene expression values[24]. The original prepro-

cessing method in the algorithm is taking log ratio discrepancy with respect to the first value of raw

data; it means every raw value will be divided by the first value and then be taking log, thus that the

first value for each gene will be always 0. However, let’s assume two cases with three time points: the

first gene expression level is [10, 10, 10] and the second gene expression [3000, 3000, 3000], and when

we execute log ratio on these two gene expressions, we will get the first set as [0, 0, 0] and the second

set as [0, 0, 0]. The two gene expressions are the same after log ratio discrepancy preprocessing and

it cannot identify which gene is fully expressed or non-expressed at all. For the second case we assume
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that the first gene expression is [2, 20, 200] and the second gene expression is [100, 1000, 10000],

the normalized sets are separately [0, 1, 2] and [0, 1, 2]. The two expression levels will be considered

the same pattern and then will be grouped into the same clusters. Even the changing patterns of

these two gene expression levels are the same, the high or low levels of one gene expression cannot

be identified.

The second problem of the algorithm is at the grouping step. The algorithm generates several

clusters for each iteration, and then keep the cluster with largest number of profiles and release the

profiles in other clusters. This process will be repeated several times until each one of model profile

has been added general profiles. This process would take time and cannot make sure every profile

be grouped into one model profile. Furthermore, the algorithm will let the users select one threshold

value δ for similarity judging purpose. When the value of distance between two profiles is smaller than

value of δ, the corresponding general profile would be grouped into the cluster with the model profile;

otherwise it will be discarded. Thus, to select appropriate δ every time is decisive in order to avoiding

problems that all profiles are grouped into one cluster if δ is too small or all profiles cannot be grouped

into any cluster if δ is two large. However, to select such a suitable δ is time-consuming since the

value of δ depends on different time series data.
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CHAPTER 4

MODIFICATION ON THE GREEDY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

In this chapter, we introduced two improvements on the algorithm to avoid the above two

problems we mentioned in chapter 3. We carefully checked this greedy algorithm and implemented it

by Matlab 2010b by using simulation data and real microarray data downloading from Stanford Mi-

croarray Data (SMD:http://smd.stanford.edu/). The species we selected for evaluating the algorithm

is Helicobacter pylori wild type G27 under trial 4. And we selected 24192 genes expression levels as

the objectives in the clustering analysis. We also compare the results from the original algorithm and

the modified algorithm.

The first improvement is introducing scaling preprocessing method on gene expression microar-

ray data. Assume the above two cases: when the first gene expression level is [10, 10, 10] and the

second gene expression level is [3000, 3000, 3000], and if we scale the raw data values down by unit

10 and get [1, 1, 1] and [300, 300, 300]; we still know these two gene expression levels are different.

For example, we will see the differences between these two gene expression levels when plotting on

the figures; as for the second case that the first gene expression level is [2, 20, 200] and the second

one is [100, 1000, 10000]. When we scale the raw data down by 10, we will get [0.2, 20, 200] and

[10, 100, 1000] and then we still know they are different levels. Above all, scaling down method can

avoid the two problems we mentioned above. In addition, we take rounding values after scaling down

to make the preprocessing step discrete in the later analysis.

The second modification we made is the grouping strategy. The original algorithm generates

several clusters for one iteration, and then keep the cluster with largest number of profiles and release

the profiles in other clusters. This process will be repeated several times until each one of model profile

has been added general profiles to generate clusters. Instead, we take a grouping step to classify each

general profile into exact cluster based on their scores to different model profiles. It means we directly

group one general profile into its nearest model profile.

The major shortcoming of the original algorithm is its big time complexity is O(n4), and it

means it should be very time consuming when time points increased. We modified the grouping step

and the time complexity is only O(n3), and every general profile would be considered to assign to
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Figure 4.1. The simulated gene expression profiles we made, each value at one time

point will go up or down c units. The left figure showed all profiles in the model which

the number of profiles is 81 when c = 1 and time points is 5; the right figure showed

that the model profiles we generated and here m = 10

Figure 4.2. The two types of preprocessing methods on raw data which are 100 gene expression profiles

here. The up left figure is the plot diagram of all the 100 profiles after log ratio preprocessing; the up right

figure shows 10 model profiles selected from log ratio discrepancy; the down left figure is all the 100 profiles

with scaling down preprocessing; and the down right figure is about the 10 model profiles with scaling down

preprocessing. The dataset is from species Helicobacter pylori and so there are no above extreme situations in

this experiment. And the two results to obtain the same 10 gene expression profiles as model profiles.

one cluster based on its scores to different model profiles. This is also greedy algorithm to put gene

expression profiles into different clusters.

In order to compare the modified algorithm to original algorithm, we downloaded 24192 gene

expression profiles on Helicobacter pylori from SMD. By using perl scripts, it is found that there are no
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Table 4.1. The 10 model profiles by using Log ratio.

Profiles Gene name Time point 1 Time point 2 Time point 3 Time point 4 Time point 5

Profile 1 zinc finger protein,

X-linked

10713 7487 6916 6811 8722

Profile 2 ESTs 8872 7115 7378 5826 5318

Profile 3 ATPase, Ca++

transporting,

plasma membrane

1

2567 3775 3527 2274 3555

Profile 4 ESTs 10165 13406 12608 10870 6690

Profile 5 Homo sapi-

ens cDNA

FLJ37163 fis, clone

BRACE2026971

869 1547 1084 835 2958

Profile 6 apoptotic chro-

matin condensation

inducer in the

nucleus

375 745 986 1187 580

Profile 7 v-ski sarcoma viral

oncogene homolog

(avian)

791 799 833 1242 907

Profile 8 Unamed 5967 5636 6591 6520 5250

Profile 9 bone marrow stro-

mal cell antigen 1

575 711 945 1125 832

Profile

10

ESTs, Weakly sim-

ilar to hypothetical

protein FLJ20489

[Homo sapiens]

[H.sapiens]

936 961 1400 832 1078

extreme cases we mentioned above. We consider that there are two kinds of differences between the

original algorithm and modified algorithm, but in the data analysis we only took log ratio pre-processing

in this thesis since it is widely used in microarray data normalization. Thus, the only difference between

the original algorithm and modified algorithm is from the grouping step.

By implementing the original grouping algorithm on the 24192 gene expression profiles, we

can get two clusters when set the δ = 0.7, in which the model profiles are separately 12828 and 10350

profiles. And the corresponding genes for the model profiles are ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma

membrane 1 and ESTs, weakly similar to hypothetical protein FLJ20489 [Homo sapiens] [H.sapiens]
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Table 4.2. The 10 model profiles by using Scaling.

Profiles Gene name Time point 1 Time point 2 Time point 3 Time point 4 Time point 5

Profile 1 zinc finger protein,

X-linked

10713 7487 6916 6811 8722

Profile 2 apical iodide trans-

porter

345 840 323 454 2555

Profile 3 ESTs 2171 1199 1184 1619 2172

Profile 4 meningioma ex-

pressed antigen

6 (coiled-coil

proline-rich)

301 332 429 695 229

Profile 5 lipase, hepatic 311 452 284 395 20660

Profile 6 Homo sapi-

ens cDNA

FLJ25541 fis,

clone JTH00915

14238 1217 1392 1322 1298

Profile 7 ESTs, Weakly sim-

ilar to hypothetical

protein FLJ20489

[Homo sapiens]

[H.sapiens]

936 961 1400 832 1078

Profile 8 thioredoxin inter-

acting protein

359 5136 4595 2770 1715

Profile 9 solute carrier fam-

ily 15 (H+/peptide

transporter), mem-

ber 2

984 1057 1562 1258 1407

Profile

10

Sp3 transcription

factor

326 711 391 801 347

There are still 1024 profiles which can not been grouped into any clusters. It is reasonable that not all

profiles will be assigned into clusters since the iteration for adding general profiles is controlled by the

number of model profiles. And when all model profiles have been analysed, the rest of profiles will left

into the matrix. When we change the value of threshold score (δ) between the each general profile

and model profile, the number of profiles left in the matrix will accordingly changes.

On the contrast, when we implemented the modified grouping algorithm, the result contains

4 clusters. the first two clusters are big with 6368 and 5812 profiles with the genes for model profiles

are separately solute carrier family 15 (H+/peptide transporter), member 2and ESTs. The smallest
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Figure 4.3. The plot diagram for 24192 gene profiles preprocessed by log ratio. The

first value for each profile is always 0.
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Figure 4.4. The plot diagram for 10 model profiles for 24192 gene profiles prepro-

cessed by log ratio. The first value for each profile is always 0.

two clusters have only 1 profiles with genes for model profiles are separately lipase, hepatic and zinc

finger protein, X-linked. For the modified algorithm, every profile will be grouped into one cluster.

The final clusters generated from two algorithms are compared. Firstly, the model profiles in

each pair of two cluster are different. In addition, the number of largest and second largest clusters

are different. Based on the information above, the profiles selected as model profiles are distinct to
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Figure 4.5. The plot diagram for 24192 gene profiles preprocessed by scaling down

method. The scaling unit is 10.
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Figure 4.6. The plot diagram 10 model profiles for 24192 gene profiles preprocessed

by scaling down method. The scaling unit is 10.

each other, so the cluster should be distinct. The possible reasons for this may be that the original

algorithms released profiles and it only collect the largest cluster at each iteration, and consequently,

some general profiles cannot assigned into the cluster which contains its nearest model profile because

the nearest model profile had been taken out. Furthermore, the modified algorithm ran much faster

than the original algorithm since its time complexity is lower.
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Figure 4.7. The plot diagram for largest cluster with 12828 gene expression profiles

by implementing original grouping algorithm. The threshold value is 0.7.The corre-

sponding gene for model profile is ATPase, Ca++ transporting, plasma membrane
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Figure 4.8. The plot diagram for second largest cluster with 11354 gene expression

profiles by implementing original grouping algorithm.The threshold value is 0.7.The

coressponding gene for model profile is ESTs, Weakly similar to hypothetical protein

FLJ20489 [Homo sapiens] [H.sapiens]
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Figure 4.9. The plot diagram for largest cluster with 6368 gene expression profiles

by implementing modified grouping algorithm. Every profile will be calculated to all

model profiles and be assigned to the nearest one. The corresponding gene for model

profile in this cluster is solute carrier family 15 (H+/peptide transporter), member 2.
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Figure 4.10. The plot diagram for the second largest cluster with 5812 gene ex-

pression profiles by implementing modified grouping algorithm. Every profile will be

calculated to all model profiles and be assigned to the nearest one. The corresponding

gene for model profile in this cluster is ESTs.
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Figure 4.11. The plot diagram for the cluster with only one gene expression profile

by implementing modified grouping algorithm. The red line is the model profile gene

zinc finger protein, X-linked.
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Figure 4.12. The plot diagram for the cluster with only one gene expression profile

by implementing modified grouping algorithm. The red line is the model profile gene

lipase, hepatic.
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CHAPTER 5

CONTROL SYSTEM-BASED CLUSTERING ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we introduce a new clustering algorithm for time-course microarray data from

a system viewpoint. Specially, we take advantage of the fact that a significant amount of time-course

microarray data shows gene expression changes in response to disturbances. For example, in order to

discover posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) pathways, battlefield-like stress conditions are applied

to target mice and as the disease develops over time, mouse brain samples are collected for microarray

hybridization; the microarray data obtained across time reveals gene expression changes in response

to the stress condition [59]. The viewpoint of time-course microarray data as system responses is

insightful, since system responses generally have characteristics that are distinguished from random

point series/curves. Typically, a response subject to a stimulus goes through a transitional stage and

finally reaches a stable equilibrium. As an example, one of most acquainted system responses is the

response of a 2nd-order LTI system subject to a step input. The response reaches its peak value and

then oscillates before settling at the steady state value.
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Figure 5.1. A standard 2nd-order LTI system.

The characteristics of system responses motivate us to group genes according to the most

significant temporal features that can best capture a system response, such as rise time, peak value,
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settling time, overshoot, among others. We recall that such measures are widely used in control-system

applications to measure the performance of a control system. For a low-order linear time-invariant

system, such measures could completely reveal the internal system. Even for high-order/nonlinear

systems, such measures are still capable of capturing the important temporal information of a system

response, and in turn suggest the underlying system because high-order/nonlinear system responses

can be approximated by one or several low-order systems’ responses [74]. For example, the setting

time of a gene expression response is informative of the slow eigenvalues that are observed at the

gene, and the rising time has to do with the local observable fast eigenvalues. By searching for these

features from response data, we are able to capture the key characteristics of each response dynamics,

and then perform partitioning method to group genes based on these temporal features.

For our feature-based clustering algorithm, we treat the whole microarray experiments as

feedback systems and the treatment on the experiments like heat shock as disturbances. Feature

selections for feedback systems were executed in order to describe their similarities. Among the step

response, we select five features to represent each system: 1) steady-state error: the difference

between ideal output and real output when the system tend to a steady state; 2) overshoot: the

parameter when function exceeds its target and it is often considered together with damping ratio; 3)

peak time: the time which measures from beginning to the first peak of the system; 4) settling time:

the elapsed time for the function from instantaneous step input to an error band; 5) rise time: the

time for the function which changes from 10% value to 90%value of the step height.

Firstly, we created the simulation data to implement our clustering algorithm. The coefficients

of numerators and denominators of transfer functions are fixed and then a set of random 2nd order

systems by generating random transfer functions which are mathematical representations for temporal

frequencies. As the Figure 5.2 showed, each plot represents one system that we created for feature

selection.

The feature selection have been done after the generation of linear time-variant systems. Five

features, including steady-state error, overshoot, peak time, settling time and rise time, are selected

to describe the characteristics for each system. Five features for one system are stored as a vector

and then all vectors are stored into one matrix. Each feature is given different weights, and among

the five features, we assume that steady-state error and overshoot contribute more on identifying
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systems, thus we give much heavy weights on these two features to test the clustering results. For

the features steady-state error, overshoot, rise time, settling time and peak time, we separately give

the weights of 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 and 0.2, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1.

After giving the weights to the five features, distance between pair of vector are calculated.

We selected Euclidean distance which measures distance of two points in coordinates. Based on the

Euclidean distances, we selected k means algorithm to generate clusters. As we discussed in chapter

2, k means algorithm is often used in clustering analysis. We also did a multidimensional scaling

analysis in order to draw the systems on the two dimensional coordinates, since our data which are

with five features are five dimensional.

The result shows that our feature-based algorithm working efficiently on grouping systems into

different clusters. Each random system have been separated to the three clusters. As the number of

systems increases, we can accordingly increase the number of clusters predefined before we execute the

k means step. In addition, the cluster elements are different by giving different weights to the features;

in our work, two kinds of clusters are generated, separately by giving more weights to steady-state

error and overshoot.

Figure 5.2. Linear time-variant systems generated in our algorithm
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Figure 5.3. Three clusters by giving more weights on steady-state error, three clusters

have similar number of systems.

Figure 5.4. Three clusters by giving more weights on overshoot, three clusters do not

have similar number of systems.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

As the development of technologies in microarray and related disciplines like parallel processing,

data warehousing and statistical methodologies, the depth and width of microarrays are becoming

strong. Time points in each microarray experiment have been increased dramatically. Possibly the

perceptive idea on designing corresponding algorithms and procedures should be aimed to handle long

time series experiments and large scale information in the data. For example, more and more gene

expression levels can be detected in each array and there are much longer time points in one experiment

than before. Thus, it is necessary to develop new approaches or modify some existing methods which

fit to short time points, small scale information or estimate hidden time points for gene expressions, to

meet the requirements of microarray data development in the aspect of longer time points and large

scale information.

Clustering methods can be divided into three groups: raw-data-based approaches, featured-

based approaches and model-based approaches. Our interests are those algorithms which can take

microarray data as the input. In the first part of this thesis, we implemented the profile-based algorithm

on gene expression time series data. This original algorithm is for short time points which are less than

8 observations in microarray experiments and its efficiency and accuracy will not be satisfied when

time points become high. The two improvements we made on the normalization for raw data and

grouping strategy has increased its efficiency and accuracy. By comparing results from the original

and modified algorithms, the modified algorithm is much optimal in the aspects of time complexity

and structure than the original algorithm, thus it is much better to handle microarray data.

Several situations should be considered for our modified algorithm. The first situation is to

select suitable scaling unit; in our modified algorithm, the raw data are divided by an unit and rounded

to an integer and then the clustering analysis is based on the pre-processed data. The raw data would

not be cut off dissimilarities if small unit numbers are selected, in other words, the microarray data

cannot be scaled down by using small scaling units. On the other hand, some data values will be

rounded to zeros if large scaling unit are selected. Thus, it is necessary to explore an efficient method

to choose a set of scaling units such as the average of largest and smallest data records.
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The control system based method in this thesis can work efficiently and accurately in simulation

data we created. We extract five features which are steady-state error, overshoot, rise time, settling

time and peak time and these five features can represent control systems since the clustering results

shows that each system has been separated and grouped. The step input is selected as the time

behavior for microarray data to systems. The five features represent the systems and each pair of

systems are checked by calculating their Euclidean distance and the distance matrix are generated.

Finally, the clusters are generated by implementing k means method in which the number of clusters

can be defaulted before clustering analysis.

For the future work on the feature-based algorithm, one thing is that we need to calculate the

weights for each feature; in our research we tried different weights on each feature and found that

it results in different clusters; the weights measurement should be taken to calculate the weights for

different features so that optimal clusters would be generated. Since there are not previous work to

refer, the unsupervised weights measurements should be taken. One another issue we can carry on is

the distance between every two systems; in our research the Euclidean distance is taken, which can

distinct two vector with feature values; Euclidean distance is a basic trial distance and some other

distances may be taken to represent similarities/dissimilarities between systems. Furthermore, the k

means algorithm is used to generate final clusters, however, it is necessary to use different clustering

methods like fuzzy c means and hierarchical methods to handle distance matrix and generate better

clusters. What’s more, we take step input as the time behavior for control systems, and it should be a

good temptation to try some other inputs such as standard input and impulse input and the following

features may represent systems much better. At last, real microarray data should be taken as input to

test this algorithm and the corresponding results can be compared to other clustering analysis; for the

algorithm in the thesis when taking real microarray data, linearization is necessary step for microarray

data to be discrete to adjust the requirements of input for linear time-variant systems.

For both the modified algorithm and our new algorithm, it is necessary to detect the significance

of generated results. For example, whether the generating clusters are significant; whether the features

can well represent control systems; and as the change of shape of profiles - the change of time point

values, which type of systems can be chosen to describe the data change. To solve these questions,
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it is desirable to introduce some statistical approaches, e.g., hypothesis test, principal component

analysis, linear discriminant analysis, to provide more evidence on these issues.
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